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“Safety in the 
railway sector is an 
extremely delicate 
and complex area 
of regulation”
In countries with more than one official 
language – like Switzerland – internal 
communication in organisations 
takes place in a multilingual format. 
Also health and safety personnel in 
the various cantons speak several 
languages: this situation calls for 
considerable attention to ensure 
that the information transmitted to 
personnel is always correct and 
consistent. This is a significant 
challenge for the translation industry. 
There's zero tolerance for errors, 
because of the related risk of 
uncertainty concerning how to apply 
the rules in the field.

Swiss trackside safety standard 
RTE 20100: the new updated edition 
comes into force

 CASE STUDY

The Swiss Confederation RTE regulations, of critical importance for standardisation 
among rail transport companies operating in the country, are subject to continual 
updates to reflect technological progress. The latest edition of RTE 20100 on safety 
in trackside works came into force at the start of 2017. An important Swiss rail 
operator chose interlanguage as its partner to update the Italian versions of its 
internal regulations and training documents referred to RTE 20100.

Before starting the translation work we needed to define certain aspects and 
strategies to guarantee uniformity of output and perfect usability by the target 
audience.

The Client’s needs 
The most important Swiss railway sector standards are the RTE - Regelwerk 
Technik Eisenbahn (the rail technology reference document) - regulations issued by 
the Swiss Confederation via the Public Transport Union (UTP). The purpose of the 
standards is to regulate and harmonise all public transport sectors and operators 
working on the Swiss transport infrastructure, including railways.

Any company responsible for managing rail infrastructure in Switzerland must 
assimilate and apply the contents of the RTE standards. In fact, safety is among the 
main aims of any organisation, so safety performance indices are measured and 
updated on a daily basis. Organisations must therefore prepare internal regulations 
and work instructions/procedures, also with the aim of providing a platform for 
training of newly hired personnel or updating of the existing and already qualified 
workforce. It is therefore essential for any document used to train personnel engaged 
in trackside work and any executive provisions linked to the RTE regulations to 
comply perfectly with the contents and terminology of the reference standard.

The updated edition of the RTE 20100 regulations, the essential reference when 
drafting safety and preventive measures for trackside construction or maintenance 
work, came into force on 1 January 2017. One of Switzerland's top rail transport 
companies needed a fast update of its set of internal regulations, instructions and 
training literature in Italian, maintaining absolute precision and uniformity of technical 
terminology with respect to RTE 20100. The initial approach, which was focused 
on studying the starting documentation, revealed several discrepancies between 
the updated Regulations and the previous version. This was quite a challenge for 
the translators.
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Why interlanguage

Our know-how and competences gained in the rail sector allowed us 
to approach the project with a more comprehensive view right from 
the initial stages. First of all, we asked the client for the draft copy 
of the new version in order to compare it to the previous document 
and evaluate the changes made. We immediately noticed changes in 
certain core terms defining the key roles of the persons in charge of 
job site oversight and raising alarms in case of danger. For example, 
the name of the role in charge of applying and monitoring safety 
measures employed by an external contractor changed from “private 
safety executive” to “private company safety executive” and the job 
description in the field has been aligned with that of the rail company 
safety executive, while hitherto the private safety executive was not 
authorised to perform all the tasks associated with the rail company 
safety executive.

The first step was therefore to inform our client of these discrepancies 
and establish whether the intention was effectively to implement the 
new designations, because a change of this nature would clearly imply 
a complete update of glossaries and translation memories, i.e. our 
“archives” containing each and every phase we have translated over the 
years. RTE 20100 is a binding text so our client is obliged to implement 
it, but they made a point of notifying the Swiss Public Transport Union 
of the discrepancies identified. The Union responded with a new draft 
in which several terms (not all) had been edited, while continuing to 
stress the binding nature of the standard.

To launch the project we decided to use our software to align the 
RTE 20100 Regulations in the various language pairs to make it easier 
to consult. We then went on to create a translation memory and a 
dedicated glossary in which to enter all translations and terms linked 
to the Swiss standard, and finally assigned the work to a restricted 
group of translators, all of whom connected to our online language 
resources so they were able to follow the same references with ease.
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The revision was entrusted to three people: our internal reviser 
(we assigned all proof-reading responsibilities to just one internal 
reviser who was thus able to guarantee the maximum uniformity of 
the translators’ work while remaining in constant contact with the 
end customer), one reviser working in the client's organisation in the 
department responsible for translations in the three official working 
languages, and one reviewer in the client's safety department, which 
also works in contact with the Swiss Public transport Union. Thanks 
to this system, our team was able to translate continuously and as the 
translations were re-read and approved the interlanguage reviser 
updated the translation memory and glossaries, highlighting the 
phases and terms validated by the customer or by the reviewer, thus 
allowing the translators to identify them and use them in their work in 
real time.

Competences in any given sector can never be deemed complete 
unless they're backed up by specific training in the field. To allow us 
to develop the subject in even greater depth we were offered the 
opportunity to take part in a training course on the Regulations: a 
team of interlanguage revisers was thus able to get a close up look 
at how trackside safety procedures actually work and take part in 
discussions between the tutor and the course members who will go 
on to play an active role in safety-related issues.

At the end of the project we incorporated the project translation 
memories and glossaries in the main memory and glossaries so 
that all the subsequent translations, even if not strictly related to the 
RTE 20100 Regulations but anyway having a bearing on safety, will 
comply with the new approved terminology and phraseology.
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Results 

Constant interaction between translators, interlanguage and the 
end client makes it possible to manage translations:

• professionally, because the high quality of the translation is the 
result of teamwork and shared technical competence

• uniformly, because flagging of customer-approved contents allows 
consistent selection of the right solutions

• rapidly, because multiple phrases can invariably be retrieved from 
prior jobs and incorporated in new documents

• economically: the greater the similarity between new and previously 
translated phrases, the higher the amount of the discount we 
can grant to our client because only completely new phrases are 
charged at full price.

Stylistic and terminological uniformity is therefore critical in technical 
documentation because specialised terms and concepts should 
always be expressed in the same way. That's why our translation tools 
offer solutions that always allow us to choose the most advantageous 
strategies and deliver jobs in ever shorter times, while guaranteeing 
the maximum translation quality and striving to meet the requirements 
of our customers, also in economic terms.

interlanguage offers specialised 
translation services to companies 
operating in the railway sector:

• Rail technology translations
• Legal translations
• Financial translations
• Marketing translations
• Translations for the 

Corporate Intranet
• Websites translation
• Terminology management
• Desktop Publishing
• Subtitling
• Voice-over
• Interpreting service
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